Managed Security Services
For Palo Alto Technologies
CSS Corp is a Premier Implementation &
Support Partner for Palo Alto Networks

The cybersecurity threat landscape is exploding exponentially and the scale of the threat
is expanding drastically. By 2021, the global cost of cybersecurity breaches will reach US$6
trillion by some estimates. A recent KPMG CEO survey pointed out that CEOs continue to
view cybersecurity as one of their top risk concerns. Disruptions caused by security
attacks can have a larger impact on the business operations and its KPIs.

Our Experience

The growth in threats has prompted organizations to increase investments in smart
security technologies like Palo Alto and the need for qualified implementation partners.
Companies implementing complex security products today need a partner who
understands the depth of the product and has rich experience in managing and
modernizing complex infrastructure security environments.

giving us unmatched experience
and understanding of Palo Alto
technologies.

CSS Corp is Palo Alto’s Recommended Service Provider
As a Managed Services Security Partner (MSSP) for Palo Alto technologies, CSS Corp
provides the skills and solutions needed to make the most of your security investments in
Palo Alto. Whether you are a Palo Alto enterprise customer or Value-added Reseller (VAR),
CSS Corp is uniquely qualified to provide implementation, threat intelligence and support
services you need. We are a value-add business partner at every step in your journey
towards fostering risk-free business environment.

CSS Corp MSSP Offerings

We provide technical support
services directly to Palo Alto as
well as managing their products

CSS Corp has served as Palo
Alto’s exclusive support provider
for Tier 2 and 3 support,
escalated support and RMA
Support for more than 5 years
including PA 7000, PA5200,
PA5000, PA3200, PA3000, PA800,
PA500, PA220, and PA200.
Our Team
Our team includes more than 75
professionals
who
directly
support and consult for Palo
Alto.

Palo Alto Consulting, Design, Assessment & Roadmap
Our consulting services for specialized Palo Alto NextGen firewalls include
review of current implementation assessment, roadmap consultation, and
security architecture design and compliance
Palo Alto Implementations: On-Premise, Cloud & Hybrid
automation that promotes risk free environment. E.g. New implementations,
feature implementation, upgrades, re-architecture, and co-existence
strategies
Digital Technical Assistance Center (TAC)
support approach that results in enhanced predictability operations
Migrations from Legacy and Competitor Products
Our proven phased migration approach moves clients from legacy or other
products into Palo Alto platform without compromising or disrupting security
Security Monitoring with Intelligent Service Desk
Our Intelligent SOC (iSOC) provide autonomous 24 X 7 continuous threat
monitoring for Palo Alto technologies, tracking of vulnerabilities, proactive
escalation and remediation, to detailed weekly reporting of top threats
For more information, contact info@csscorp.com | www.csscorp.com

5X
Accelerated deployment
and migration

95%
Cyber-attacks are detected
early on and prevented

25-50%
TCO reduction through
automation and threat
intelligence

